Company Type: Chemical Sales and Delivery  
Market: Industrial/Agricultural Chemicals  
Application Category: Inventory Management  
Model Number: OM025P003-822G5

APPLICATION: Vendor delivers various chemicals to end users in multiple markets. The meter was installed between the pump and hose reel to accurately measure and charge customers for the product delivered. Chemicals delivered range from detergents and deodorizers, to caustics and acids. Accuracy of measurement was a critical requirement of this process.

PROBLEM: The range of chemicals delivered required a meter compatible with a wide range of chemicals. Other meters would fail or require more maintenance and repair. Accuracy was critical in billing end users.

SOLUTION: The FLOMEC OM025 PPS meter, with ceramic shaft and Teflon® o-rings, was less expensive to purchase and required fewer repairs when used with harsh chemicals.

ADVANTAGES OF USING FLOMEC™ METERS  
• COST SAVINGS  
• ACCURACY  
• CHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY

ILLUSTRATED APPLICATION: